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few short months ago
students faculty and staff began
moving forward in their careers
here at Beaver College With
each step that was taken by each
individual something touched
their lives here on campus Some
events were smaller than others
yet some changed lives With so
many happenings in campus
only few items that made an
impact of peoples lives can be
recapped But do not let this
make the others seem smaller
Remember them all and how they
affected your life here at Beaver
College
only has The Tower put out four
issues this is number five but
they now have facuty member
advisor David Keplinger
Angela McNeil major part of
the organization of the gather
ing stated It was labor of
love lot of work and organiza
tion went into it and it was well
worth it She also continued to
say how she felt that the day of
service impacted many of the
lives of the volunteers from
Beaver College
Kathy Yadlosky who
Empty Bowl Dinner
With two scalings ten
groups contributing howls over
25 different soup donators and
numerous volunteers the 6th
Annual Empty Bowl dinner was
another success This event is
becoming true campus tradi
tion Volunteers set up the event
making soup and making bowls
This was the first year that there
were two seatings to allow more
people to attend and more peo
pie did Some 400 came on
November 16th and everything
ran smoothly Of the $3100
raised fOr the evening half went
to Oxfani and the other half to the
North East lnterf litli Hospitality
Network Oxfam an organiza
tion donati ng proceeds towards
the victims of Hurricane Mitch
9899 continuc..d on page
Jami Rodriguez
Co-Editor4nChief
After months of plan
fling and anticipation another
Spring Fling Weekend flew by
The festivities opened Thursday
night with little song and dance
RHCs annual Lip Sync Contest
brought us one hit after another
From Britney Spears to Ricky
Martin each group gave it their
all and delivered excellent per
formances The winning group
led by Juan Pacheco performed
The Viva Loca and reportedly put
together their routine in just the
two nights leading up to the con
test
The weather Friday was
anything but fun but that did not
hinder the spirit of Beaver Blitz
There were few nerve racking
moments in the beginning the air
blowers to the inflatable events
kept popping the circuit breakers
so they deflated several times
and 111CC in the middle ot boxing
match Once this problem was
fixed everything else went rather
smoothly MAX 95.7 brought
along an entourage of prizes per
foriners and even caricature
artist who made child cry when
he cut off the line after shed
waited for 30 minutes He decid
ed to be be .nice an did the draw
ing for her anyway Aside from
moving the Blitz indoors the
weather caused several other
cancellations The dunk tank
which was to be sponsored by the
International Club was cancelled
due to the indoor location Jan
Walbert Dean of Students and
Deb Mindock Director of
Residence Life and others were
Spring Fling continued
on page
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Beaver College Said aiidDoiie
The Year in Review Lip SyncBeaver
Blitz Woodstock
volunteered at Simon Gratz High
School said volunteered
because wanted to help make
difference Martin Luther King
Jr Day has always been day off
Martin Luther King Jr from school or work without
Day on Service much meaning By volunteering
Beaver College took helped the community and felt
over 100 students facuty and as though was helping to keep
staff to the Greater Philadelphia Kings dream alive feel good
Martin Luther King Jr Day of about what we had done
Service held on January 17th Everyone came together and
999 This was day for those worked together for common
people who wished to help voh goal That is the essence of what
unteer time an effort in honor of Martin Luther King Jr dreamed
Dr Martin Luther King Jr about
The Tower Lives
Eue to few problems
last year The Tower was not feel-
ing up to par However this year
with new editor and staff The
Tower is hack and growing Not
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Marsha Petty
Why are you guys doing this
Snickers...curious sureptitous sideways
glances... Thesewere common ques
tions and behaviors around the Jesus
Week table last month
Jesus Week was annoying to
some disturbing to others and downright
weird to many What in the world
prompted so many students from the
Gospel Choir Neumann Club and the
Beaver Christian Fellowship to post the
name and claims of Jesus everywhere
that last week of March
And what was the point of that
survey you had to fill out if you wanted
free coke
Two things number one
Christians on this campus are learning to
listen They want to know what their
peers arc thinking about spiritual things
about God about Jesus and even
about themselves Some Christians have
had rep for pushing their beliefs These
students want to listen They also want
to know how Christianity has been per
ceived and perhaps misperceived so they
asked
Nuineber two Christianity is
misunderstood This was the operating
thesis born out by the results of the sur
vey Another purpose of the week was to
communicate the basic facts about the
Christian faith that are relatively
unknown and misunderstood today
What do Beaver students
believe Of the 115 surveys completed
90 claimed to he Christian hut surpris
ing number of them dont know the defi
nition of the word as defined by either
Jesus or Webster It turns out Jesus is
misunderstood by those who claim to he
his followers as much as those who
dont And some who dont seemed to
he more knowledgeable than those who
do
Christian by definition is not
good person one who tries to live
moral and meaningful life someone
Adam DeBaecke
Jarni Rodriguez
Co-Editors-in-Chief
We here at The Tower have had
quite busy year Several changes have
been made some improvements some
whose results remain to he seen
David Keplinger Adjunct
Professor of English has recently been
named the Faculty Advisor of The Tower
The addition of Keplinger winner of the
1999 TS Eliot Poetry Prize for nation
wide competition with over 600 entrants
should serve to stabilize The 7bwer and its
reputation so we are eager to work with
him
In turn this decision means that
Brian Watkins will no longer be serving as
our interim advisor Our entire staff
would like to take this opportunity to
Why
who believes in God helieves in good
morals or lives respectable life as
some wrote While these characteristics
may be true of some Christians they may
also he true of non-Christians
The true definition of Christian
is follower of Jesus Christ The his
torical Jesus who claimed to he the only
Son of God the only way to God the
Good Shepherd the Bread of Life
Rather than good person Christian
is one who sees he is not good but rather
sick person sinner in need of sav
ior Jesus said he is the Great Physician
who came not for the righteous hut for
the sick the sinners
If the survey and other literature
and talks during Jesus Week served to
cause people to think twice about
whether they are Christians or not it has
served good purpose One of the great
est obstacles to the Christian faith are
those who call themselves Christians
perceiving themselves to have earned the
title of righteous by their own good
works he tine Christian is humble rec
ognizing his unrighteousness and total
inability to earn any favor in Gods sight
apai
from the merciful work of .lesus
Christ
fhe Christians who have spon
sored Jesus Week challenge you to con
sider Jesus Chiist not on the basis of
those who bear his name who are weak
and needy and sometimes arrogant and
unlovely people Rather make your
decision based on who Jesus is and what
he claims about himself Lewis has
said that Jesus is either liar lunatic
or he is Lord as he claims to be He
cannot just he good man or teacher and
at the same time say the things he did
about himself lie is either crazy to say
them or it is true that 1-Ic is an awesome
holy and loving God
Check him out for yourself by
reading one of the gospels in the New
Testament -- the gospel of John is partic
ularly readable BCF has free copies of
the Bible available
thank him for his remarkable support and
assistance with every aspect of our organ
ization over the past year and half
The Tower also wants to recog
nize the valuable contributions of the
College Realtions Staff here at Beaver
College They have helped us with every
thing from developing story ideas and
loaning us photos to helping us find bet
ter quality printing firm to produce our
newspaper We would especially like to
thank Keith Forrest for everything he has
done for us this year We are all going to
miss you and we wish you good luck at
UMass
Several other individuals have
helped and supported us throughout the
year in countless ways Thank you all
We could not be where we are without
your generous contributions
Assistants4o-theEditors
Joel Robarge Meg Whitman
Business Managers
Latasha Goodman Kristen Serina
Faculty Adyisor
David Kephnger
dence First lets just say
that every time tell some
one what school go to
either get perverse sexual
jokes or buck teeth Second
wonder what future
employers will think when
they read my resume and see
the name Beaver Third
dont want to hang my diplo
ma on my wall and have to
explain to everyone that
yes its real school
Aaron Stallworth
Senior
No because any other
name doesnt roll off the
tongue like Beaver
College And own too
many B.C shirts anyway
change is gonna mess up
the gear
Tara Snyder
Senior
Beaver College is well
respected institution that
has built great reputa
tion over the past hundred
plus years To change its
name now would be an
insult to all who have ever
attended and been proud
to be Beaver College
graduates
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Word Fmmthe Editors Should Beaver change its name
If so to what
Anonymous
No Everytime this
school gets new idea we
get new tuition
Maria Marioni
All know is that am
working too hard and pay
ing too much money for
degree that people wont
recognize in few years
Christina Cavella
Sophomore
Yes definitely think
that Beaver should change
its name give the fol
lowing reasons as cvi-
April 30 1999
Spring Fling from page
scheduled to sit in the tank as were the
Sophomore Class car smash the
Cheerleading Clubs water balloon toss
and the Model UNs pie toss Enemy of
the State was the feature at the Drivein
Movie which was relocated to the Koch
Center as well Iespite initial concern
the sound quality was not
problem
Saturday brought clear skies
but due to the early morning chill and
wind Woodstock was als moved
inside the Koch Center SPB made sev
eral changes to the event this year All
three of this years performers were
cover hands unlike our recent tradition
of two original bands and one cover
band
The second change was to
limit alcohol service to five beers per
person To do so new wristband tab
system was implemented the new sys
tem seemed to work well and the beer
supply lasted until the beer garden was
scheduled to close which had been
problem in past years Unfortunately
Koch Center is not the best location for
concert
The bands were all good and
just wish the sound was little better
but then again it is gym not concert
hall said Leigh Daly Senior Last
Man Standing was the first band to take
the stage They played an exciting and
energetic set took break and returned
to play another set which set the rest of
the concert about half hour behind
schedule The other bands Thirteenth
Floor and Big Toe had no chance to take
break during their sets but they defi
mtdy kept the music pumping
All things considered it was
successful weekend With little more
cooperation from those things which
can not be controlled like the weather
the attendance might have been better
hut the quality of the events left nothing
to be desired
98-99 from page
which ripped though South America caus
ing devastating floods Interfaith on the
other hand sponsor shelters for homeless
families in our area
1999 Cotillion Simply
Elegant
Smiles suits tuxedos dresses
flowers and pictures were just the begin-
ning to all of the excitement of the 1999
Cotillion The night was March 6th and
the evening dubbed Simply Elegant
took place in the dinning hail in past
years the Cotillion took place in the Grey
Towers Castle hut due to the decision by
Residence Hall Council RHC the
Cotillion was moved The reason behind
moving the elegant evening was to allow
more students to attend The Castle is
only allowed to have certain number of
people ill it at anyone given time
With such popular demand for
attending the Cotillion RHC wanted to
give everyone who wanted to go better
chance of attending Some students do
not agree with the idea of having had the
Cotillion in the dinning hall while others
agreed with the decision It was just as
much fun/successful in the dinning hall
and more people got to go If it was in the
Castle not as many people would have
been there as there was thought it was
fun it didnt make any bit of difference
where it was as long as had good time
with my friends commented Karen
James who attended the Cotillion with her
boyfriend David Smith
The Cotillion here at Beaver
Departures
Students come and go here on the
Beaver College campus yet some of the
faculty and staff are very well known
faces who stay on many years Even
though sonic have not been here as long as
others they are equally missed when
few leave at the end of this academic
school year
Leaving Beaver this semester are
Keith Forrest Diana Wagner Deborah
Keith Forrest has been with
Beaver since January of 1997 He is the
Media Relations Manager hut also held
the position of part-time professor teach
ing Speech Communications and Editing
News and Features Flaying caught the
teaching bug after leaving he will he
heading off to the University of
Massachusetts where he will be in doc
toral program to earn Ph.l in Political
Science
Forrests opinion of Beaver is
that it is wonderful place and hopes to
some day find teaching job at place
like Beaver He especially enjoys how
Beaver builds close relationship with
students alumni faculty and staff alike
Diana Wagner is not only the
Director of the Education Enhancement
Center hut also an alumnus of Beaver
College
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Steve Chase right proposing to Kim Navin seated at this years Cotillion
College has been in existence for many Beaver since around May of 1998 when
years Butor all of those years no one has
she began her position here as Director of
taken thc step that Steve Chase took At Residence Life She will be moving on to
this years Cotillion Chase proposed to Delaware Valley College located closer to
his girlfriend Kim Navin When asked her home where she will become the
why Chase chose the Cotillion he replied Director of Orientation and Special
wanted all of my friends and peers to be Programming
part of the moment because it is where Katy Roussos joined the
we met Resident Director staff in August of 997
filling the position for Dil-worth/Thomas
She is finishing up her Masters in
Education here at Beaver and hopes to
find job in Special Education in New
Jersey
uJ
Assorted faculty staff administartors and students enjoying the Beavertown Farce
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Did the Lon
don Preview entice you
to study abroad Re
cently The Tower staff
got word of new and
helpful guide to study-
ing abroad in London
The Students
Guide to London by
Larry Lain and Jeff
Griffin is an informa
tive hook about what
can he expected when
one commits to studying
abroad in London This
writing duo uses light
hearted and humorous
approach to answer all
your questions about
studying abroad
Helpful to both parents
and students The Students
Guide to London will take you
from start to finish of your expe
rience abroad Written almost
like journal Lain and Griffin
answer initial questions of where
to begin and how to fund the
experience Then its off on
plane discussion about the
Tube and an elaboration on the
sights with which London is
abundant These descriptions
include the multitude of tourist
attractions and offers suggestions
for those sights which are off the
beaten path
Most impressive about
this book is the honest depiction
of what you the student will
take from your experience This
book is concise yet extremely
informative without being dry
Lain and Griffin provide you
with inter-net addresses guides
and other resources for your
study abroad convenience This
book is an excellent way to
begin your journey Published
by The McDonald and
Woodward Publishing Company
The Stu-dents Guide to London
can be purchased at most major
bookstores Ask for it by title
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Name Change from page
find them funny therefore
Beaver is not taken seriously
In the long run the
goals for changing the name
include raising international and
out-of-state student enrollment
as well as slightly reducing the
amount of Philadelphia area
students all in an attempt to
improve diversity and help estab
lish the schools name outside of
the immediate area Beaver
understandably wants to improve
its national prestige The status
change is really driving this dis
cussion now not the name
Beaver If Beaver were to
become university it would be
more academically selective and
increase the value of the diplo
ma explains Nostrand
Others fight the issue of
status change by claiming that
Beaver would lose out on the
benefits it floW enjoys as small
school Becoming university
will change our public percep
tion We might lose the luster of
small school whether we
change size or not in the U.S
some people still look for small
college notes Brian Watkins
Campus Life Coordinator
In conclusion Nostrand
says hate to hear of alumni
who are embarrassed to say the
name Beaver College noting
that such an attitude can deter
their children from considering
Beaver
Supporters of change
use this argument by saying that
if Beaver can not rely on recruit-
ing from within how can it hope
to recruit people with no famil
iarity with Beaver College
The Tower
The Students Guide
to London
Dear Lane
cant believe that it is almost the end of the semester and
will he graduating soon As much as thought couldnt wait for
this day have been reacting in some really weird ways feel
really stressed about whats going to happen after graduate
keep having the same dream about not being able to find my way
out of dark room wake up in sweat also feel worried that
niy friends and will not be able to keep in touch next year Im
not sure what you can tell me but thought would write
Signed
Is there life after Beaver
Dear Life
Your feelings are very normal Many seniors ftel similar
to you Your life up to now for the most part has been pretty much
structured for you Suddenly you are facing an unknown future
and that bound to cause anxiety until new structure gets put
into place All transitions in life have the potential for
mixed feelings -- excitement at new beginnings but Jeelings of loss
for what is ending
Since unknowns cause anxiety the more you can take
control the better you will feel For example go to Career
Services to get information about your options and/or to make
plan about your job search after graduation Share your feelings
with other seniors to see that you are not alone Figure out with
your friends how you will keep in touch
Feelings are funny things They dont always make sense
You thought you would feel relief at graduating instead you feel
nervous and sad The good news is that your feelings can function
as motivators to take action to move your life forward Inaction
and keeping your feelings to yourself however will leave you feel-
ing stressed and out of control of your future Good luck and con-
gratulations on graduation
IF YOU HAVE QUESTION OR CONCERN YOU WOULD LIKE
TO SEE ADDRESSED IN THIS COLUMN WRITE TO
DEAR LANE C/O DR LANE NEUBAUER IN THE
BEAVER COLLEGE COUNSELING CENTER HEINZ HALL
OR VIA E-MAILAT Neubauer@Beaver.edu
Attention Beaver
Colege Students
Faculty Staff
Are you in the closet
or open about your sexuality
Have you found it difficult to be
openly supportive of your GLBT
friends and colleagues
This is your chance to
publically express how it honest
ly feels to be GLBT or the friend
or colleague of GLBT persons on
the Beaver College campus
Sponsored by PRIDE
My friends on campus are my
friends dont label them as
being gay lesbian bisexual
transgender or straight Over the
past ten years since Ive been
here on campus have seen
change toward tolerance of the
GLBT community but more still
needs to be done When hear
offensive jokes or statements
about the GLBT community
make it known that find that
offensive and would appreciate
more tolerance Im hoping with
more shows on TV like Will
Grace people will see that
friends are friends no matter
what their sexual preference
Put simply we fight for love We
long Rr acceptance and support
from society and our families
There is nothing wrong with
being fully human
As heterosexual am social
ized with the typical perceptions
and attitudes of GLBT individu
als Over the years have
worked on changing those atti
tudes and have become more
accepting of other lifestyles
think my greatest discomfort
now is how to openly
discuss/accept that lifestyle with
friends co-workers and family
members that are GLBT worry
that without meaning to might
say something wrong or offen
sive So instead say nothing as
if the situation did not exist at all
And as write this realize that
the ball is in my court In order
to truly have meaningful rela
tionship with any of my GLBT
contacts need to broach the
conversation So as and others
like me bumble their way hope
that the GLBT folks out there can
find patience to put up with us
and allow us to share their lives
Theres lot of homophobia
towards bisexuals from gays and
lesbians Many dont seem to
realize how difficult it is to be
openly hiscxual Some gays and
lesbians think we make them
look had because we cant make
up our minds They should
know that we cant choose our
sexuality anymore than they can
choose theirs Why should be
forced to make choice refuse
to
While personally am straight
few of my friends are not real
ize and understand how difficult
it must be to deal with people
who dont understand that diffi
culty While do not support any
type of special programs or
organizations for alternative on-
entation do support my friends
as individuals who are more
important than my personal dis
like of any single gmup of people
My experience as colleague of
some co-workers who are gay
suggests to me that being gay
mustnt be very easy at times
dont think my friends find that
Beaver is not supportive On the
contrary think often they
express themselves about their
sexual orientation honestly at
Beaver at least around me
because they feel relatively safe
to do so Relating to them is the
same as relating to my heterosex
ual friends in all ways except
when the topic of sexual onienta
tion is raised in one way or the
other
Ive noticed that not all gay peo
plc agree with the way the topic
should be dealt with or discussed
Ive noticed that some people
want to come out and some
dont Some people can laugh
and discuss the topic easily oth
ers are guarded Essentially they
remind me of when anyone has
an important part of themselves
they are not sure someone will
understand they choose what
they think will work best for
how look at them dont make
judgement about anyone based
on their sexuality or the color of
their hair or eyes Im friends
with them for who they are as
person
Because friend of mine par-
takes actively in PRIDE can
honestly say that Ive come to
admire how hardworking and
how active group you are You
have done much work to promote
the rights of GLBT persons and
to make the Beaver community
more aware of GLBT existence
both on campus and in the world
can see how much effort you
put into your goals and believe
its about time the Beaver corn-
munity stood and applauded you
for all that youve done As for
myself Im proud of the Beaver
College PRIDE keep up the
great work
April 30 1999
Responses with
The Tower
PRIDE
Iki1 V1
PRIDE needs more members them and do it am often
PRIDE is gay/straight alliance embarrassed angered or troubled
Its our hope that these respons
You dont have to be lesbian to by the reactions hear from peo-
es will help unite both heterosex
be in PRIDE plc with prejudice whether about ual and GLBT students faculty
sexual orientation or any other
and staff members and make
important topic everyone
more aware of GLBT
________________
issues on Beavers campus
My friends who are gay or les- Have PRIDE in yourself and in
bian are first of all just people to your GLBT friends and col
me They are people like know- leagues Thank you to all who par-
ing for who they are and that is ticipated
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met Herman when he was Freshman
and he was member of the Student
Patrol didnt know him that well We
spoke then mostly about the Public Safety
Department and his role as member of
the Student Patrol
Over the next three years we had
more frequent and deeper conversations
about college life and his future
became very close to Herman and
would sometimes give him advice about
life and some of the pitfalls and obstacles
he may encounter
The last time saw Herman he
was guest in my home and we watched
football game and had great time
Herman im
pressed me be
cause he was
he wanted to do with his life and nothing
was going to stand in his way
Im so glad that had the oppor
tunity to be his friend and have him as
friend Herman Ill miss you but the
memories will live on Maybe God saw
you as beautiful flower and picked
you from his garden
Rest in Peace
Once in while God loans us special
person who touches our lives in unique
ways Someone who each time you
encounter their smile and hear their voice
you somehow know that everything will
be ok This special
person teaches
you the art of
enjoying each
day to the fullest
and leaves piece of himself with you to
encourage you to become better person
to strive for greater goals Herman Redic
was this type of person and although he is
physically gone he will forever remain in
my heart And every time think of him
will feel warm inside smile to myself and
rejoice in the presence of God that one day
will see him again
Thank you Jesus for loaning
Sorrowfully submitted
Tynisha Drennon
remember when group would sit in the
Dining Hall at the third table and just talk
about things that were irrelevant Those
memories will always be there and Im
glad because now know how relevant
they are
Maisha Brown
When first heard of Hermans death
was very hurt and most of all shocked
All could say was he didnt even get to
walk down the aisle at graduation
remember seeing Herm in the Chat or
game room typing up paper or studying
for an exam in fear that he might have to
do another semester here But he did it he
finished and was waiting to accept his
degree All could think of was all that
work he did was for nothing But as
thought all his hard work and effort was
for something it was to show me and all
that knew him that you can accomplish
anything you set your mind to also real
ize that God had other plans for Herman
and even though hes not with us physi
time to remember Herman Redic
let us learn to make the most of our
opportunities as Herman did
let us each be
want to celebrate our lives as we are doing
in memory of Herman Redic He was
someone who truly made difference in
the lives of family friends and the Beaver
College community
Even though we never watched it togeth
er Im gonna miss your late night phone
calls for Smokey Craig in Friday We
ran the same tape back and forth me bor
rowing it and you stealing it back but you
always ended up with it Rest in peace
did not write this but the message is very
clear how someone we hold so dear could
be gone in the blink of an eye We
must question ourselves and how we
sometimes take for granted those who are
in our lives Grudges are not worth hold
ing and making peace takes less effort
than continuing war
Herman will
Herman is someone who will always be
remembered not only for his persistence
and dedication but for his harmonious
laughter passion for the game of pool and
his availability to all of his friends
Whenever listen to Anita Baker
thinking of him
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Having been blessed Ive experienced
some of the joys of living and the joys of
giving For that God used Herman as
vehicle in my path bright thought and
cloud has been added in my spirit and
thank
Herman when first heard of your death
was shocked just hoped that it wasnt
true and that someone had made horrible
mistake But when received confirma
tion that you had passed on was very
saddened will never forget the games of
pool we played or the hundreds of times
we ate together You always had story to
tell and never failed to bring smile to my
face know that you had no choice but to
leave us once God decided it was your
time to go Although none of us were
ready to lose you will never forget you
Jake Schwartz
intellectual and
spiritual He was
also very gentle
and sweet He will forever
be missed Take care of my nephew up
there in Heaven love you Herman
Tyheshia Cleveland
did not know Herman all that well how
ever in the short time did know him felt
like got sense of what kind of person he
was He had way
of making you
even if you had just met He was willing
to help you however he could am sure
he would have done anything for those
close to him He had shining personali
ty and bright spirit that will be missed
greatly He will always be with those of
us who were lucky enough to have known
him
Kathy Yadlosky
cally there is no
in the sky
doubt that Herman fo
wifi always 1e re-
another bless
membered in our ing
hes given
hearts and in our
me He saved
minds Herman
Nicole Smaller
Ms Dee
At this busy time of year while we take
erman Redic
1976-1999
positive influ
ence on others
as Herman was
and let us live our lives so that others will
remember having countless number of
converstaions with Herman We would
just chill and talk over lunch about
romance and the relationship between
males and females They were extremely
enlightening We were constantly at battle
Jan Walbert
with the reasons why thought guys were
dogs Aaron and Jake should remember
what am talking about
Herman was very
Love
Valencia Ricketts
young Afro-usHerman
American male
who had his head
together Herman knew what
be sadly missed
because he will
not be forgotten feel as though
Danyell Byrd
Sargeant Barnes
you had known
each other forever
wifi always Bring
IN/Il Rest in peace
Latasha Goodman
The Tower
Gene Bazemore
Staff Writer
How Do You Live Your
Dash
read of pastor who stood to speak
At the funeral of his friend
He referred to the dates on her tombstone
From the beginning to the end
He noted that first came the date of her birth
And spoke of the second date with tears
But he said what mattered most of all
Was the dash between those years
For that dash represents all the time
That she spent alive on earth
And now only those who loved her
Know what that dash is worth
For it matters not how much we own
the cars the house the cash
What matters most is how we live
And how we spend our dash
So think about this long hard
Are there things youd like to change
For you never know what time is left
You could be at dash mid-range
If we could just slow down enough
To see whats true real
And always try to understand
The way that others feel
And be less quick to anger
And show appreciation more
And love the people in our lives
Like weve never loved before
If we treat each other with respect
And more often wear smile
Keeping in mind this special dash
Might last but little while
So when your eulogys being read
Your lifes actions to rehash
Would you smile at the things being said
About how you spent your dash
Aaron Stallworth Jr
can remember all the
times that we spent together The
words that you shared ftc influ
ences that you had on my life..
and all the things that you did
sat and watched you fight for
degree that at times seemed so
hard to obtain enjoyed all the
company that we shared hanging
on campus off campus where
ever No matter when and where
you always brought something
special to my life And now with
you gone ask myself where can
go from this point in time
mean wish had known if there
was something could have done
to prevent all this mean was
prepared to see you my friend
and its like was robbed of some
thing so much more looked at
you as big brother Heck
never had an older male figure in
my life on consistent basis
You and grew so close in my
four years here at Beaver you
showed me so much about
life different ways of looking at
things how to basically enjoy
life and at the same time work
hard be persistent in your stud
ies and see the reward of your
hard work at the end look at
my loss and say this cant be so
mean you had so much to
live for heck you were going to
graduate in May get that
Education degree that Ive seen
you work so hard for can
remember the nights you stayed
up typing observations for Dr
Reedys class and how hard you
worked remember all the
lesson plans that Ive seen you
plan. and offering my insights
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is the day you died
The day you died
the sky was loud royal blue
and the clouds were full of
silence --
As looked up at the sky
knew the Lord --
was smiling at you as
He opened the gate --
The day you died
was not tom apart by you
but made
Whole
LOVE YOU --
to ya so that you would have an
easier time can remember
coming in late and tiLking away
on my computer and you ask
ing respectfully to please stop
because you had to be in class the
next day can remember us just
chillin in the room and cracking
jokes and watching Friday
laughing at the same part over
and over cause it was just plain
funny how you liked to watch
the
very end of the movie and
just laugh at Debo getting
knocked out can remember all
the times in which came back to
you jammin all the hits on the
radio and your sound sys
tem boomin heck and you
just kickin out line to song
like it was nothing. respect
ed your love for music it was
something great .. remember
all the battles that we had playing
John Madden Footbaill on Super
Nintendo How we would have
those big shoutin matches
and just laugh at each other when
one of us scored remember
how every time you would say
you want to see Randall dance
and would doubt you and low
and behold he was in the end
7one doin the shuffle remem
ber how you recorded on that lit
tle tape player Microphone
Checka by Rakim and played
that EVERYTIME you scored.
remember all the Chinese food
that we ate all you would eat
is that General Tao Chicken
with extra sauce on the rice
chicken fried rice how you
would treat me to dinner and
would treat you and somehow
we would always come out even
remember all the discus-
sions that we had about you and
your family .. YOU spoke so higly
of youi father and your mother and
their traditiion in raising you and your
brathers and sisters remember
you tellin me about your little
brother and your family living down
south Aww Hemi man you were
so respected by all and everyone
could see that you were always
strong in your speech mean you
amazed me at times for real just
listen to ya talk. about anything
made me think remember com
ing in and finding you sleep all the
time. it was because you were so
exhausted from all the work and
howl would just mess around with ya
about it remember how you
woke me up for class not just leave
mein the bed asleep rememeber
howwellyouwoulddress .andtalk
about caring for all your clothes
everything boots. you name it..
Icanrememberallthegamesofpool
that we played .how you would just
whoop upon me time and time again
and every once in blue moon
would have my day and beat you..
and how when you did beat me
would just pack up my stick and walk
away in defeat but we always still
remained cool mean there was
nothing that was going to take apart
that friendship remember all the
summers that you worked painting at
Beaver. and how much you loved
doing it working hard and how
you would talk about all the jobs that
you would take just to make all the
ends meet Man it was some years
that we spent here at Beaver. arid
know will never EVER forget you
.youwerethegmatestman .Ilove
you will miss you always and
you will will always have place in
my heart.
Final Farewell
Latasha Goodman
Staff Writer
As the masses huddled in front of
the Castle in honor of Herman Redic Jan
Walbert and Brian Watkins prepared for
the ceremony candlelight vigil The stu
dents flocked around as the Gospel Choir
sang harmonious songs which reached the
hearts of those who knew Herman as
great student but more importantly as
beautiful friend
As Brian officiated the service
he allowed the staff and students to step
forward and speak of our dear friend
Some rendered memories of friendship
lost but never forgotten while others
acknowledged this passing as an honorary
occasion as it allows Herman to watch
over us therefore becoming an ancestor
Afterwards each person lit
candle as moment of silence hushed the
crowd The lights flickered in the dark as
we stood in circle thinking of Herman
As the lights diminished our own worries
and frustrations became something of the
Although the college community
had to come together for this sorrowful yet
unavoidable occasion the vigil gave us
sense of tranquility or inner peace Some
may have come to the Castle with heavy
heart filled with sorrow and pain but they
definitely left with their burden lifted
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The Passing of
Herman Redic
My Memories of Herm
Why must this unbeat
able quotidian force always
strike at the most inauspicious
times Inauspicious as if
death ever fancies our acquain
tance at desirable time
However the passing of Herman
Redic truly comes at an unpropi
tious and appalling point in time
Proudly Herman had recently
concluded the process of eaming
his undergraduate degree which
now will be received posthu
mously at the end of this academ
ic year in May Sadly Herman
will not be able to incorporate his
learned knowledge into our
evolving society The shock of
his abrupt departure from the
physical realm continues to pene
trate my being with profound
intensity reminiscing of the
cameo we made together in last
years Lip-Sync along with the
two of us privately joking about
dying before being able to utilize
our degrees ironically for him it
has become grim reality wish
not true
Although am currently
in London share the same pain
as those who mourn him can
still picture Herman working on
his laptop in the Chat shooting
billiards inside of the game room
or teaching Stallworth the funda
mentals of John Maddens 1995
Football video game Herman
had that laid back jazzy atti
tude complete with the walk of
an old man He was also
equipped with the mind and
patience of teacher which was
his ambition It is absolutely
shame the world lost man of
Hermans caliber May he forev
er rest in peace
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The day you died
the birds sang melodious angelic
tune to welcome you home --
while the sun shined bright
The day you died
you took my heart and soul
but you left your memory and smile
in its place --
past
Danyell Byrd Crystal Onyx
The Tower April30 1999
In recognition of National Volunteer Week the Beaver College Office of Community Service would like to recognize the following individuals
clubs and organizations for their contributions to the following community service and volunteer projects for the 99899 academic year
Clubs Organizations
Martial Arts Club
Organized SelfDefense Class on Nov
998 for students faculty and staff
The following people have participated
Ianielle Levin Joe Carey
1ave Guiinond Latrice Smith
Becky McKeenan
SPTA
Sent flyers out about aerobic exercise dur
ing the month of October which was
Physical Therapy Month Their goal was
to educate Beaver College faculty and
staff about issues dealing with weilness
and health This semester in conjunction
with Thomas Jeffersons Physical Therapy
students they will be providing pro bono
care to residents of the Salvation Army
Homeless Shelter
The following people participated
Zoe Guirlinger Besty Castor
Andrew Swart Jessica Shapiro
Amy Jo Hoffman Allen Mathis
George Landis Chris Kauffman
International Club
Organized several International Food
Sales with their proceeds going to charity
and they volunteered their time to help
with the Haunted Castle which was on
Oct 24 1998 In addition they volun
teered their time at the Empty Bowl
Dinner which was on Nov 998 This
semester they sponsored Dance-A-Thou
on April 9-10 from p.m to am and
they raised $1000 which will he given to
the NATO International Relief Fund
The lollowing people have participated in
all or some of the above cvenls
Mizuki Ando Bntney Motil
Ahndrea Bixler Kris Shannahan
Ncolc Browns Supinda rhekapliong
ho si ma Cavel Ia Jonathan Skone
Sarah Friedman Amy cc
lavc iui Ifld Penny Papanikolaou
Monisa Houseknccht Carl Showers
Dyani Hugo Laura Strimpel
Heather Lindsley Priya Mehta
particpatcd in both projects
BASE
Volunteer every Thursday night from 7-9
at McKinley Elementary School by play-
ing volleyball with Special Olympic
children
The following people have participated
Amy Barone Katie OConnor
Beth Wrable Rosemary Duffy
Tricia Kershner Shana Foley
Kelly Paulin Lisa Shin
Shyanne Jones John Miller
Ahndrea Bixier Beth Cammaranno
Jen OConnor Heather Lindsley
SAA
Volunteered their time working with
Habitat for Humanities in Germantown on
Oct 17 1998 In the Spring they organ-
ized trip to St Vincents Orphanage on
March6 1999
The following people participated
Donelle Brotz Britney Motil
Dave Guinan Cone Whitman
Reenie Taylor Jen Bach
Jami Rodriguez Christy McGowan
Ianni Rush Jen Patoki
Ahndrea Bixier Meghan Case
Heather Lindsley Tasha Zelger
Priya Mehta
particpated in both projects
SGO
Helped with preparation of the Empty
Bowl Dinner they did such things as wash
bowls set-up tables and fold programs
This semester they helped organize
Easter Egg Hunt for America Reads
Children
ASIA
rganiicd clothing drive br womens
shelter in the Philadelphia area This
semester they participated with the Iaiice
Fhon Iy raising funds for the
Yugoslavian Relief Fund
Gospel Choir
Volunteered at Cradle of Hopes Craft
Show on Oct 10 1998 from 10-5
Cradle of Hope is home for single moth-
ers and children and the proceeds from
the Craft Show went towards the home
The students volunteered their time in var-
ious activities throughout the day such as
manning the concession stand or helping
with trash detail
This semester they plan to organ-
ize clothing drive to donate to local
shelter
The following people have participated
Latasha Goodman Herman Redic
ma Cropper Therman Northeran
Tyheshia Cleveland Tiffany Harrison
Giovanna Davis Jessica Danridge
Rotaract Club
Organi7ed food and clothing drive for
the Dominican Republic on Nov 15
1998 Also volunteered at the Empty
Bowl Dinner on Nov 16 1998 They
have participated in the Arthritis Walk on
Dec 13 1998 and will be participating in
the March of Dimes walk on Sun April
999 On Sun Oct some members
participated in the Cradle of Hope Craft
Show They have volunteered twice last
semester at Habitat for Humanity in
Germantown Some members go weekly
to Interfaith of Ambler where they play
games do arts and crafts and provide
homework assi stance
The following people have participated
Chris Cavella Beth Berstein
Jennifer Kuter Lisa Oetting
Kate Bolmarcich Beth Cammarano
Julie Heatherby jjShanahan
Kathy Yadlosky Melissa Schaefer
Kim Kessler Heather Fox
Cathryn Zanoni Britney Motil
Priya Mehta
participated in more than one event
DSC
Participated in the AIDS Walk help on
Oct 18 1998 along with other students
faculty and staff This semester they plan
to plant trees and flowers on Earth Day on
Beavers Campus
Biology Club
Organized Canned Food Irive fot
Food Bank in the Philadelphia area going
door door to receive donations They
also cut door to door and collected
money mi the P1 Foe Relief hind and
for this semester they plan to participate in
Adopt Highway
The follow iug people ha participated
Tricia Kershner Beth Wi able
Shannon lr\ in flanielle iiaime
Mandy Schorle Jen Bach
Kendra Stoner Kelly Pauliri
Shyanne Jones Patrick Bromark
Corrie Calderon
Model United Nations
Organized Voter Registration Table dur
ing the week of Sept 30- Oct for stu
dents during lunch in the Chat and during
dinner in the Dining Hall This semester
they plan to educate ALA students on the
workings of the United Nations and the
Model United Nations
The following people have participated
Megan Childers Kevin Sangstcr
Martha LaTournas Tanisha McDonald
LerVal Elva Jacob Schwartz
Gene Bazemore Sasha Kalinova
SADD
Invited the children from St Vincents
Orphanage on campus for pizza party
and scavenger hunt on Nov 15 1998
They also organized Red Ribbon Week
Tie One On for Safety on campus in
which SADD members tied red ribbons on
cars as reminder not to drink and drink
This event took place the week of Oct 29
Carrie Hydro
Participated in more than one event
Psi Chi
Collected eyeglasses for the Lions Club
and they will be donating the glasses to
impoverished countries
Neumann Club
Collected loose change in all of the
Residence Halls for Hurricane Mitch
Victims In collaboration with 2nd North
Heinz Hall they played with children
IrOiTi St Vincents Orphanage on campus
This semester they planned an Easter Egg
Hunt for America Reads children along
with SGO The hunt took place on Sat
April 10 from 3-430 in Stiteler
Auditorium
The following people participated
Megan Morrow Jay Sinclaim
Rosemary Iuffy Karen Momorella
Patti Iehow Christine Tm ley
Tara Snyder Kate Bolmnarciah
participated in all the projects
SEAC
Organized stream clean-up at the
Sckuylkill River on Sept 26 1998 This
semester they plan to participate in the
Adopt Highway Program
The following have participated
Liz Lohrmann Rosemary Duffy
Lisa Fantini
RHC
Collected boxes of food and donated them
to area Food Banks There was no partic
ular persons responsible for this collec
tion
The following people participated
Joe Carey
Dehi Urban
Hillary Koehler
Nicole Sims
Amanda Plank
Alissa Barrell
Corrine Royer
Julia Bojko
Nicole Brown
Jay Sinclair
Michele Quigley
Jamie Ruby
Shana Smith
Shara Sweiter
Kel ly Fagan
Christy McGowan
Todd Caltune
Meghan Lafferty
Maria Maroni
Lisa Blazik
Danielle Kozo
Lisa Brown
Chris Gorrell
Deanna Lawlor
The following people participated
Remi Ojumu Carrie Lehaman
Angela Davis Amber Mille
rSara Miller Jessica Wagner
Tori Miller Janel Boyce
Corinne Royer Mandy Rumbel
Joe Carey Anni Alesopulous
Jon Greskiewicz Kelly Devine
Debi Urban Jackie Libonate
Carl Showers Suzanne Green
Brian Hiller Ellen Bartkosky
Joe MacNeal
participated in both projects
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Dance-A -Thon
This event was organized by the
international Club but the students and
the ASIA club participated during the
event The proceeds from the event went
to aid in the Yugoslavian Relief Fund
Cystic Fibrosis Fundraiser
On Sept 27 students helped at
carnival which raised money for children
with Cystic Fibrosis and for further
research on this disease
The following people participated
Duane Stanelli Melissa Fleck
Easter Egg Hunt
On April 10 members from the
Neumann Club and SGO sponsored an
Easter Egg Hunt for children of the
America Reads Program and children of
Beaver College faculty and staff members
The following people participated
The Neumann Club Holly Mitchell
SGO Patti
Mann Music Center Concert
The concert was sponsored by
Green Mountain Energy Resources
GMER on Sat Sept 26 from l28
Students volunteered to help with various
jobs ranging from greeting people to
staffing recycling areas For those who
volunteered $25.00 donations was made
in their name to the AIDS fund
Cradle of Hope Craft Show
On Sun Oct 10 from l05 stu
dents volunteered their time to help with
various activities such face painting gem
eral setup and working at food tables
The money raised from this event went to
the Cradle of Hope Shelter which is
shelter for women and childen
The thilowing people participated
Jen Kuter Beth Berstein
The Beaver College Gospel Choir
names list above
Eye Exams
Students assisted with student
eye exams at Cheltenham School District
The following people participated
Matthew Link
Girl Scouts
Students took on the cornmit
ment to help with an Girl Scout troop
The following person participated
Green Acres Nursing Home
Students spent time visiting with
residents and observing Physical Therapy
treatments conducted on the residents
This facility is Nursing Home and
Rehabilitation Center
The following person participated
Kate Bolmarzich
Interfaith Hospitality Network
Tliis is nonprofit orgaation
tiset iWVdeS shelter meals and other
assistance to home.lessi.emihes Students
voiuriteerc..d to meet with the ch.iid.ren of
these families once wee.k to help wit.h
liiesork play games aral rio arts and
crafts
The following people partcipe.ted
Jeii Kuter Julie Heatherhy
Jenni icr Ann Gibson hy Yadlosky
Patty Szczypkowski
go weekly
Empty Bowl Benefit Dinner
On Nov 16 1998 this annual
event that was held in the Castle during
Hunger and Homelessness Week This we
raised total of$3l00 and $1550 went to
Interfaith Hospitality Network and $1550
Oxfam International These agencies help
to shelter and feed the homeless
The following clubs and people
volunteered their time
St Vincents Orphanage
Students visit children several
times throughout the year and play games
and do arts and crafts
The following clubs and people
participated
SAA Jen Billington
Neumann Club Kris Shanahan
SADD Lisa Blazik
2nd North Heinz Megan Christian
Eric Hogan Winona Mitchell
Jen Einsehard Nicole Brown
Jay Pelletier Kris Carlisle
Tiffany Steuterman ma Cropper
Beth Crouse
Holy Redeemer Hospital
In cooperation with the hospital
we developed an advanced experience
volunteer opportunity for Health Science
majors Students gained hands on experi
ence in PT OR ER departments
The follow in.g people particijfate.d
.A.rchie Christian Shyanne Jones
Kel.ly Paulin Beth Wrahle
interfaith of Ambler
St idents go wee.k.ly to provide
hdmework assistance to children of faniO
lies who are homeless
The following people participated
Amanda Plank Heather Lindsley
One Time Events or Projects On Going or Yearly Events
The following people participated
Harvest Festival America Reads Challenge
On Sun Oct II students volum Beaver College took on the chaE
teered their time to help set-up hOst lenge this year participating in nation-
games for the children walked around in wide program aiming to increase literacy
costumes as ghost and goblins and helped levels of elementary students There are
with clean-up presently eight programs set up in the area
including Myers Wyncote Glenside
Cheltenham Taylor and Edmonds
Elementary Schools Elkins Park Middle
School North Hills Community Center
and the Won Buddhist Temple of
Philadelphia these programs focus on
reading and homework assistance
Kris Shanahan
Amanda Plank
Laura Cowdrick
Heather Cowdrick
Britney Motil
Meghan Lafferty
Rachel Cowdrick
Mark Donfee
SGO
Michele Moearsky
Amanda Seymour
Bobby Horvath
Kyle Luckenbill
Aaron Cohen
Michael Jeffers
Robert Brunner
Joe Garcia
Jason Winey
Katie Kee
International Club
Dana Basile
Megan Morrow
Angela Davis
Annamarie DeSantis
Kathy Brown
Angie Crouch
Libby Bruccoleri
Marcie Dubrow
Ina Cropper
Cathryn Zanoni
The following people have participated
Dana Basile Ken Jermiah
Jennifer Rohs Beth Berstein
Majorie Krauss Tiffany Steuterman
Kimberly Carter Katie McAneney
Christie Tiley Sharnell Chi
Christine Martyrowski Jen Williams
Fleather Cowolrick Doria Mitchell
Tara Snyder Rosalyn CrawfOrd
Karen Murphy Mamata Jayakar
Jenny Dott Lynsey Nagle
John Cryan Erica Emmons
Lisa Oetting Brandi Hine
Heather Fox Daniel OKavage
Dave Guinan Nicole Georgis-Pinson
Patti Hillis Victoria Perez
Ray Mack Ashley Hoke
Penny Papani koiaou Con nne Royer
Jennifer Platt Priya Mehta
Sasha Kalinova Jamie Rohner
Megan Morrow Jessica Wagner
Amy
Debbie Kleinrnan
The following people participated
Tori Miller Jessica Pepino
Shanna Smith Catlin Bartholomew
Christine Cavella Jessica Wagner
Jess Fasolka Amy Otto
Angela Tuckeo Jennifer ConnoP Nancy Root
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Adam Hey Meg hoW bout that
Midsummer Night ream
Meg For the rest of you what
Adam is referring to is the recent
performance of Shakespeares
Midsummer Night Dream by
the Beaver College Theatre He
was not referring to some trippy
experience Although trippy cer
tainly is way to describe the
production which was quite
unlike any production ever seen
at the Little Theatre thorough
ly enjoyed this performance
How did you feel about this
show Adam
liked it too
Well could you elaborate
It was certainly different real
ly enjoyed their contemporiza
tion of the piece the references to
modern society
thought perhaps the Teletubbie
was step too far but agree
The modernization of any
Shakespeare work often tends to
be either dry or too trendy
thought that the combination of
many different eras alleviated
some of the campiness partic
ularly enjoyed the Warol Beatnik
stylization of the players of the
play within the play Any groups
or characters stand out for you
Adam
think Elvis was nice twist
But Adam The Twist was
Chubbie Checker Perhaps he
was nice pelvic thrust
Whoever it was dont think
either one could have handled
the Breakin Electric Boogaloo
scene That was stroke of
genius After this performance
could honestly believe that
Shakespeare intended break-
dancing in the final act Cant
you picture Big Bill Shakesjeare
bustina move
Well no Adam cant What
can say is that the choreography
was good It was exciting
The choreography was good but
you have to question some of the
musical selections and how they
treated them Daydream Believer
Yeah wondered about that
myself as well as some of the
singing couple of the musical
numbers were hit weak
Although must commend their
efiort to make Shakespeare musi
cal His writing lends itself to
song quite well It has wonder
Jul natural poetry
Dont you think that sometimes
the songs made the story hard to
follow
There was story
Seriously Adam thought that
the beginning segment was really
hard to follow
.ant really say because ci not
uhiliar with the actual p/au .But
can say wi.is lost Whether or
flO that Wa.S hhakesj ire ititen
tion do not know
much skin either but in some
weird way it all meshed together
quite nicely Talking about mesh
reminds me fishnets and Titania
make very interesting comhina
tion actually think that the use
of the different groups of cult
fads was terribly amusing and
aided the flow of the play
In all seriousness something else
added to the flow Of the play the
way diJJrent groups of charac
ters remained on stage even nJ/er
their scene like when Oberon
and the fairies remain sleeping in
the bower as Lysander and
Demetrius fought for Helena
love in the foreground
agree it played true to the orig
inal Globe productions in which
all characters remain on stage
Hey Im the English major
Sorry Dr Grady she beat me to
it Ill get her next time Meg
should we discuss the plot
No.. dont think we know
enough about Shakespeare
Stop making me look bad Dr
Grady will read this Really Dr
Grady Ill think qf something
Well dont know who Dr
Grady is but it would require
great deal of space to actually
delve into the plot of
Shakespeare production In
nutshell it is about hunch of
lovers and some misdeeds by
fairy or two
The fhirys name was Pucke
There Dr Grady not only did
get her but in the form of an
aside Toke that Meg
Adam grow up.. we are trying to
critique play
Then we must really thought
the entire cast was outstanding
Everyone was perfect and that is
saying lot jhr cast this size
Thats true This cast exhibited
unity that was very professional
something which is sometimes
lacking in Beaver productions It
was obvious that lot of work
went into this production Work
and money but we wont go
down that ramp
Why what do you know Meg
Nothing
Now that you mention it bet
that prosthetic horse head wa.s
quite expensive And the lantern
And the fetish wear And the
gowns And the Elvis cape And
the sideburns
Yeah and those glowing circus
toys arent cheap either
know Three ii ck en
Ringling was in town But seri
ously the quality was evident
The finished product was real
pleasure to watch Right fawn to
the projected moon in the corner
It certainly was dont know
about you Adam but give it
thumbs up
.hats in poor taste .Me/a Gene
.Siskel ji.tst died Inst month .Th.il
wou.ld rate it high/a
Yes it was eplendid produc
non Thank.i to all the perform
ers .0 uch treat
fdoni fom yfo me tw stars
Talk about one of
the better date movies Still
Breathing is one that really hits
the heart and not the wallet It is
just now on video cassette so you
should go out in your car drive
safely stop at all red lights pull
in to your nearest video store
RENT the movie carefully drive
home make some extra buttery
popcorn sit next to your sweet
heart and enjoy the flick for all
those who need step by step
reminder
Still Breathing features
Brenden Frazier Enema Man
George of the Jungle street
performer in San Antonio Texas
The Tower is looking
for good photography Submit
your best photograph in any
of
the following categories
Campus Sports Study Abroad
London Preview and Campus
who dreams of the love of his
life He goes off on an amazing
journey to find her Little does
she know that chick whos name
have forgotten that the dream
she had last night is of the man
she would meet in the bar the
next day He too has seen the
same vision and anticipates their
life together
This romantic movie is
the perfect combo of dream
meets reality saw this movie
with my lady and my eyes
remained gazing at the screen
After viewing this comedy-
drama she had to check and see
if was Still Breathing
Exhibits will he on display until
Friday May 21
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Little Women
Jami Rodriguez
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Senior English/Second
ary Education major Kristen
Haskins adapted Louisa Mae
Alcotts most famous novel for
the stage as part of her senior the
sis When professor David Bassuk
suggested she stage it here at
Beaver she was bit worried the
play had been written for multi
ple sets which the Little Theater
could not accomodate so Has
kins was left with difficult task
The play actually con
sists of more than just the book
as it begins with Alcott in the
hospital recuperating from an ill
ness and trying to sort out her
real life from those that she has
written in her novels Soon the
familiar story is interwoven into
the plot as well All in all Little
Women is delightful perform
ance catch it in its final weekend
this Friday at 830 and Sunday at
10 The Tower
Dialogue on Beaver College Theaters
Midsummer Nights Dream
oWS
Still Breathing Andys lop
Ten
Rejected Beaver Blitz
Attractions
10 The Piercino Post
he lilt lurl
lhe Fill in the Blank Booth
Snail Race
Iunk lank ith Ill
tempered Sea Bass
Win Live ioldfi sh Game
ow Pie Eating Contest
Pin the Tail on Mr Beaver
nuIT said
Bobbing or Meatballs
Bette Landmans Kissing
Booth
And should resume with
video top ten list next issue
Little Different
Beaver College Theater
BCT presents
Little Women
Sun May p.m
Stiteler Auditorium
Stressfree Zones
Friday April 30 830 p.m
Saturday May p.m
with coloring fingerpainting
clay cards music bubbles free
food and more
adapted by Kristen Haskins
based on the novel by
Louisa Mae Alcott
Senior Performance
Mon May
DilworthlThomas Blue Lounge
Concert
Tues May
Kistler Lobby
Monday May p.m
featuring
Jennifer Ainge Ken Drew
Elizabeth Krumpholz
Annette Mann Joel Roharge
Wed May
Knight Lobby
10 p.m to midnight each night
call 215 572-2112 for ticket
information
The Annual Art Thesis
Student Exhibition
Opening Reception
Friday April 30
8-1030 p.m
Art Gallery
Stress Buster Week
Free Movie
Night at the Roxhur
Sat May p.m
The Tower Photo Contest
Life
The Tower will choose
any one or more photographs to
run in the next edition of The
1/amer Include eapton far
the photo identifying who or
n/hat th.e photograph it of
Submit your photo
inte.me.immnius niaii to
JOe Iixwcr imie.lude our name
ar.d phone numnbe.r if you wishWell .1 also dont think
Sh.dkevpeare interid.ed to a/ai
and quarter moon
.M.embe.rs the C.ross Country Team after their ins ./neet
Ben Lifsehutz left Coac.h Susan Gl.assman-Ge.ttes Laura Strinipel
and An Ngmmyen .Pheto submitted by Laura Strimpel
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future Sfrong
Possibilities
Aquarius
Jan 21-Feb 19
Dont be afraid to face your
challenges Your efforts will
pay off soon
Pisces
Feb 20-March 20
Your head has been in the clouds
lately Be careful you may bump
into something bad if you dont
start looking soon
Aries
March 21-April 20
Love is right beside you but you
may not know it yet
Leo
Virgo
Scorpio
Oct 24-Nov 22
Be careful what youre giving up
you may regret it in the future
Sagittarius
Nov 23-Dec 22
Travel is in the future Make sure
not to forget your camera
DISCVER
bOll 0000 0000 0000
I4EBB
Capricorn
Dec 22-Jan 20
Keep your head up your strong
will will he useful to you in the
Cancer
June 22-July 23
Be careful what you say it just
may come back to you in the end
Great Rate flexibleSchedule
World-Class Experience
Solid
Organization
CF Financial Assurance is family of insurance and tnvestment companies
with ptoven track record ot success in the financial services industry
We piovide solutions and education to help our customers achieve their
financial goals
Currently our Norristwn area location is looking for motivated dedicated
individuals who would train full-time during the summer and then work
part-time during the school year We offer an excellent rate of $11 per hour
and you get experience working for world-class organization In fact GE
was recently named Americas Most Admired Company by Fortime magazine
These positions could lead to full-time employment or if you go elsewhere
having experience at GE would be very impressive on yout resume
Superior
Opportunities
July 24-Aug 23
This is an excellent time of
wealth for you so place those
bets
Aug 24-Sept 23
Your caring will result in some
thing special
Libra
Sept 24-Oct 23
Procrastination will never get
you anywhere so get on the ball
or youre 500fl going to suffer
fall
Join Us
Taurus
April 21-May 21
Your hard work will soon pay off
with secret surprise
Gemini
May 22-June 21
Follow your heart it always
leads you on the right path
s.\I IS ti %ill .ell ant. jp ni.ir II iiihitzid
le.ids Vtkirig hllT die Ii Iii1 Tt.iiid.iv ihinugli %..liii.t
l.il1 lu .iiid .iriitl.v .iii iii .l1eP..and
li. 1iniid ii..initig .iiul IH.l..I.Iiu.I ftisagtiit fb..usiug t..iiii aIi lro%i1eI1.
IiIiiigii.t ililiti.s iii Sp.iiiisli and hngliJi sic ..
lNiVkAN SFRVLUEJt.l ill
iIIl Itsp .rid uIeplr..iv
will Pt lilertt iid
lilingiIl
Ili
iIiISI
.l ip1y ti tiO.i7fi.I you id vsii
tsllme iili iiul prii iii .lbtf1tCF Finsnci.il
Assurai .1epr 21150 Monroe PIvd
Nflialosil tI i1tiii l..niail Ilt.lf.iii ..
\I E.lIIalll..I ILflIt Ern1I..v.i
GE Financial Assurance
GE Capital Services
bring god thihgs to life
12 The Tower
Celebrate the 7th
Anniversary of The
Bridesmaids Ball
Delaware Valley young
professionals will mix and min
gle at the Seventh Annual
Bridesmaids Ball to benefit the
Leukemia Society of America on
Saturday May 1st from p.m
until a.m at Poor Henrys
Brewery located at Brown and
American Streets in the
Northern Liberties section of
Philadelphia Donate your old
bridesmaids dress or tuxedo and
join in the fun at this unique
event which includes open bar
hors doevres live music and
dancing
Proceeds from the
Bridesmaids Ball will benefit the
Leukemia Societys extensive
local programs of research
patient service and public and
professional education For more
information about the
Bridesmaids Ball leukemia and
its related cancers or the
Leukemia Society of America
call 215 2321 100 or
8OO 482CURE
The Woodmere
Art Museum
Study Art History with
noted art historians and artists at
Woodmere Art Museum on the
following Mondays 30 rn
to noon
Scheduled lectures include
May 10 Sidney Goodman
Goodmans representa
tional art draws upon the narra
tive hunianistic tradition nt the
masters while exploring contern
porary issues
June The Art of Jacob
lindau guest lecturer David
.He
Landaus complexly
figurative art addresses the issues
of human existence by illustrat
ing such great works as the Bible
and Dantes Divine Comedy
Herrstromn poet and longtime
colleague will illuminate the art
with slide presentation on Job
and Dante cycles
Tickets for each lecture are
$5 for members
10 for nonmembers
Advanced reservations are
strongly suggested and may he
made by calling
215 247-0476 118
Phebe Blessington
Memorial Volleyball
Tournament
On May 17 1997
local entertainer Phebe
Blessington of both musical
groups Phebe Brian and
Slippery The New Generation
met her untimely death in an
unfortunate car accident The
Blessington family has estab
lished The Phebe Blessington
Memorial Scholarship Fund
The scholarship is given annually
to deserving student from
Phebes alma mater William
Tennent High School in
Warminster
To raise money for the
scholarship fund there will he
volleyball tournament on June
999 at Tennent High School
Each team must consist of eight
players with six playing at time
The registration fee is $100 per
team and will he collected in
advance Anyone interested in
playing niay contact Tina at
215 3435322 or Katie at 215
88i9467 to reg i.ste te.ani or get
nore inlornation
Philadelphia International
Childrens Festival
More than 50 theatre
music and film performances
scheduled for 5th Anniversary
Event on Mothers Day
Weekend Performers from the
U.S Canada France and The
Netherlands will be in the spot-
light May 5-9 when the
University of Pennsylvania pres
ents the 15th anniversary edition
of the Philadelphia International
Childrens Festival The five-day
event will take place Thursday
May 5th through Sunday May
9th and feature more than 50 per-
formances by internationally
acclaimed theatre companies
solo perfbrmers and musicians
Tickets to the theatre
and music performances at the
Annenberg Center venues and
Iron Gate Theater are $9 for the
first show purchased For the
second and subsequent shows
purchased patron may pur
chase these tickets for $5 as long
as .the number does not exceed
the number of tickets purchased
for the first show at the full price
For groups of 20 or more the
prices are $8 and $5 respective-
ly
For film performances
at the International House tickets
are $7 in advance and $7.50 at
the door
For individual ticket
orders and general information
phone the Annenherg Center Box
Office at 215 898-3900
American Express VISA
.Discrtver and Mastercard are
accepted for phone orders For
group orders phone 215 898-
6789
..
If youd like to volunteer at the
cst ill 21 898 S292
you make my day because you
are one nice piece of eye candy
and Id like to get to know you
Boots
407 Knight
Foley is with us
Dilworth/Thomas
Girls
Hilldogg
Wanna join me in the
Experienced caring individual
sought for in-home part-time
care of an adorable infant
Convenient location near
Chestnut Hill References required
Please call 215 247-5859
GET THE HELL
OUT OF HERE
Mexico the Carrihean or
Central America $199 round
Europe $169 one-way
worldwide destinations
Book tickets online
www.airtech.com
or 212 219-7000
FIRST
We the Future
The Foundation for Individual
responsibility and Social Trust
FIRST is pleased to announce
plans for We the Future 2000
non-partisan National Issues
Convention for Young Adults
ages 18-35 April 14-16 2000
The convention will take place
in Philadelphia at the Penn Tower
Hotel and on and around the
campus of the University of
Pennsylvania
More information can he found
at www libertynetorg/first
If you have any questions
call 215 204-3871 or
e-mail first@libertynet.org
April30 P1999
Congratulations
Good luck in your future
endeavors
Love Angelina
Hey Suite 403
Did we get that new
loofa yet
lris and Sathh
Congratulations on
your recent commitment
The Beaver Lodge
Zip McClick Contest
Students worldwide
have the chance of lifetime -- to
live in New York city rent-free
Educational Housing
Services Inc College Club and
College Card are sponsoring the
Cybersleuth Zip McClick contest
through May on the internet
The grand prize for the trivia
contest is free housing in an EHS
student residence for the summer
of 999 in New York City
For more information or
to enter the contest log onto Zip
McClicks homepage at
www.student housing.org
JobMonkey.com Helps Students
Find Summer Employment
Students who are look-
ing for summer jobs and careers
can now visit Web site that pro-
vides free information on job
opportunities around the world
http//www.JobMonkey.com
The JobMonkey.com Web site
includes topic-specific forums so
students can communicate with
others planning to work in the
same industry or location They
can also learn about experiences
others have had working there
JobMonkey.com is the
new interactive division of
American Collegiate Marketing
providing products and services
to the college market for more
than 25 years
This Summer Earn and Save
Credits and Money
PERSONALS
Community College of Philadelphia offers wide range of
courses you can transfer toward your degree
With over 70 programs in Business Science Engineering
Technology Health Care Social and Human Services and
Liberal Studies you are sure to find course right for you
With affordable tuition and convenient locations throughout
Philadelphia Community College of Philadelphia is the best
choice for your summer course work
Classes begin May 17 for Summer session and July for
Summer sesston II
Call 215-751-8010 today
http//www.ccp.cc.pa.us
Mike
Everytime see you Remi
BTCM
htsHtppenin2wn
Opportunities
NANNY WANTED
trip
Other
cheap
Do you feel
Lonely Insure of yourself
Overwhelmed Jrritrthle
Confused Sad
1IEAVER COLLEGE COUNSELING CENTER
can help you
reduce stress and anxiety
build se/esiecn
lake control ofvour liJ
Call 572-4091 to set up CONFIDENTIAL appointment
EVERYI3DY NIfF.DS SOMEONE TO TALK TO
